Registration for Winter Peacestock and the Peacestock Peace Plaza Opens at 12:30 p.m. CST. Sign in early to Peacestock to register, learn about our speakers, and explore the breakout groups in the Peace Plaza.

1:00 Welcome! to Winter Peacestock  
Where Do We Go from Here?  
Bill Habetdank, Peacestock Founder

1:05 Veterans for Peace: Statement of Purpose

1:10 A Time for Music: Samara Jade

1:15 Indigenous Land Acknowledgement  
Strong Buffalo

1:25 A Time for Music: Elliot Roche

1:30 Peacestock “Where do we go from here” Peace Panel  
Coleen Rowley, Sara Flounders, Brittany DeBarros, and Danny Sjursen followed by Q & A

2:50 A Time for Music: Emily Yates

2:55 Peacestock Peace Plaza Introduction  
Bill Habetdank and Tom Feehan  
Welcome to the Peace Plaza! Meet our participants. Learn about the LIVE events.

3:10 Choose a Peace Plaza LIVE Event  
From the Peace Plaza webpage choose a group to view their Zoom or other online event

3:15-4:15 Peace Plaza LIVE Events!  
Peacestock participants attend LIVE Peace Plaza event from the Peace Plaza groups.

Schedule subject to change.